
 
Somerset Activity and Sports Partnership 

Risk Assessment  

Assessment Area: Off-site Activities  
Work Area or Activity being Assessed:  Norton Manor Marine Camp, Taunton  

Hazard Identification Area:  SASP Yr 4 Orienteering Festival  

Groups Affected:  parent helpers  

 students and staff  

Performed by:  Dave Bullock  

On:  2/5/19 

Next Assessment Due:  2/5/20 

Assisted by:  Alison Slater  

Hazard 
Have participants been 

warned about the danger of 

Colliding with other people 

and trees?  

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are considered 

satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as  

Slight and the likelihood of it occurring as 

Possible giving a Risk Rating that doesn't 

require revised control measures  
 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
Participants will be briefed by Sports Coordinators and 

SASP staff when they arrive about their safety, where not 

to go and about movement around the camp. Staff with 

First Aid qualifications.  

Hazard 
Have participants been 

warned about aspects of the 

more difficult courses in the 

woods which could lead to 

personal injury?  

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as Slight and the 

likelihood of it occurring as Possible 

giving a Risk Rating that doesn't require 

revised control measures  
 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
Participants will be briefed by members of the Quantock 

Orienteers & Sports Coordinators when they arrive about 

their safety, where not to go and about movement around 

the camp. Staff with First Aid qualifications. Participants 

briefed about wooded orienteering course safety. 

Members of Quantock Orienteers situated in woods to 

assist. They will have walkie talkies.  

Hazard 
Have participants been 

warned about the possibility 

of slips and trips on uneven 

surface in woods and grass?  

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as Slight and the 

likelihood of it occurring as Possible giving 

a Risk Rating that doesn't require revised 

control measures  
 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
Participants will be briefed by members of the Quantock 

Orienteers & Sports Coordinators when they arrive about 

their safety, where not to go and about movement around 

the camp. Staff with First Aid qualifications. Participants 

briefed about wooded orienteering course safety. Members 

of Quantock Orienteers situated in woods to assist. They 

will have walkie talkies.  

Hazard 
Have participants been 

warned about getting lost and 

have they been carefully 

briefed about the course 

layout and what to do should 

they become lost?  

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as Nil and the 

likelihood of it occurring as Unlikely giving 

a Risk Rating that doesn't require revised 

control measures  
 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
Participants will be briefed by members of the Quantock 

Orienteers & Sports Coordinators when they arrive about 

their safety, where not to go and about movement around 

the camp. Members of Quantock Orienteers situated in 

woods to assist. All staff will have walkie talkies. Whole 

site fenced off. Pupils informed if lost and come to a fence 

then follow it to the entrance security hut. Pupils counted 

and timed in and out. Pupils will not work alone and will 

work with partner.  

 

Hazard 
Have staff paid particular 

attention to those participants 

not used to orienteering 

events and not aware of the 

safety points regarding their 

safe use?  

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as Nil and the 

likelihood of it occurring as Possible giving 

a Risk Rating that doesn't require revised 

control measures  
 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
Activities and courses have been planned to be progressive 

to cater for the wide range of participant abilities. Pupils 

will only attempt wooded course if staff feel they are 

competent to complete the task. Pupils always working in 

2's. Safety before each new task will be stressed.  

Hazard 
Are staff aware there will be 

a wide range of fitness levels 

within the group and ensured 

that participants warm up 

before the event and wind 

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as Slight and the 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
The first activity (Clipper Relays) is planned as a warm up 

exercise. Participants encouraged to work with somebody 

of similar fitness level. Participants will be given time to 

recover between tasks. Scheduled drink stops planned. No 

cool down planned as participants will have to walk to the 



down afterwards?  likelihood of it occurring as Unlikely giving 

a Risk Rating that doesn't require revised 

control measures  
 

buses for their pick up.  

Hazard 
Has the school staff paid 

attention to the assessment –

preparing for an activity 

(summer)?  

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as Slight and the 

likelihood of it occurring as Unlikely giving 

a Risk Rating that doesn't require revised 

control measures  
 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
Information sheet regarding activities sent to schools 

before event.  

Hazard 
Have staff paid particular 

attention to movement of 

participants between entrance 

of base and the start 

position?  

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as Slight and the 

likelihood of it occurring as Unlikely giving 

a Risk Rating that doesn't require revised 

control measures  
 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
Norton Manor security gate staff will inform school staff 

on safest route to start point. Map given to staff. Sports 

Coordinators will assist with large groups where necessary.  

Hazard 
Have participants been 

briefed on the danger of 

lakes on site?  

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as Slight and the 

likelihood of it occurring as Possible giving 

a Risk Rating that doesn't require revised 

control measures  
 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
Participants will be briefed by Sports Coordinators when 

they arrive about their safety, where not to go and about 

movement around the camp. Danger of the lake will be 

highlighted. Access is fenced around most of lake.  

Hazard 
Have participants been 

briefed on the danger related 

to used ammunition shells 

which may be present on-

site?  

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as High and the 

likelihood of it occurring as Unlikely giving 

a Risk Rating that doesn't require revised 

control measures  
 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
Participants will be briefed by Sports Coordinators about 

dangers of picking up ammunition shells. No firearms 

training was planned by base, prior to event. Norton base 

staff & sports coordinators to do a field sweep on morning 

of event.  

 

 

 

Hazard 
Have participants been 

briefed on the danger related 

to the helicopter landing pad?  

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as High and the 

likelihood of it occurring as Unlikely giving 

a Risk Rating that doesn't require revised 

control measures  
 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
Participants will be briefed by sports coordinators about 

what to do if a helicopter attempts to land. Not scheduled 

landings planned. Norton staff will inform SASP Staff if 

any emergency landings are about to occur.  

Hazard 
Have participants been 

briefed that they should not 

leave the site via any 

boundary fences and exits  

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as Nil and the 

likelihood of it occurring as Unlikely giving 

a Risk Rating that doesn't require revised 

control measures  
 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
Participants inform by sports coordinators about not 

leaving base. Site fenced off. Only way to leave base is 

through armed exit. Norton base staff informed not to let 

any individual leave the base without adult supervision.  

Hazard 

Have participants been 

briefed on the danger of 

moving across car park by 

new fencing around lake? 

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting from 

this hazard has been rated as Slight and the 

likelihood of it occurring as Possible giving 

a Risk Rating that doesn't require revised 

control measures  
 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 
Participants will be briefed by Sports Coordinators when 

they arrive about their safety, where not to go and about 

movement around the camp. Danger of the lake will be 

highlighted. Access is fenced around most of lake.  A 

member of staff will be placed by the car park / parade 

ground to ensure safety when doing the short looped 

courses. 

Hazard 

Serious injury to staff / 

participants 

Findings 

Findings 
The Existing Control Measures are 

Notes/ Existing Control Measures 

If a serious injury occurs SASP staff will call 999 

(There will be no use of the on-site medical bay) 

The SASP staff will also inform the Guardroom that 



considered satisfactory  

The severity of any accident resulting 

from this hazard has been rated as Slight 

and the likelihood of it occurring as 

Unlikely giving a Risk Rating that 

doesn't require revised control 

measures  
 

the arrival of an ambulance is imminent and where it 

needs to be directed.  A member of staff will be 

visible on the road to guide the ambulance to the 

casualty. School staff will be responsible for 

contacting parents 

Dave Bullock  Signed       Dave Bullock Dated 02/05/19 

Co-ordinator  Signed       Alison Slater  Dated 02/05/19 
 

 


